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Book Review 

Empire and Juvenile Literature: Henty’s Representation of Adolescence Romance 

At the inception of adventure literature, books of sea voyages and protagonist’s struggle for 
survival on the isolated islands were widely popular among the young people. With the 
progress of children literature, the narrative structure, themes and plots recorded transition in 
fictional works to appear more realistic. Therefore, adventure novels in English language 
witnessed unprecedented growth in the last decades of the nineteenth century. Authors like 
Fredrick Marriyat, George Henty, E. Nisbet gave a new twist to this trend by constructing a 
virtual world of battle, courage, chivalry, wit, wisdom and knowledge in British occupied lands 
across the world. 

Published in 1903, With Kitchener in the Soudan: A Story of Atbara and Omdurman is a 
quintessential adventure novel depicting the voluntary but planned struggle of British youth in 
Egypt and Sudan. The story begins with a newspaper advertisement for general work in a 
commercial house located at Alexandria with wages of two pounds per week. Gregory Hilliard 
Hartely grabs this opportunity as he fails to make career in writing. Along with his wife, 
Gregory leaves the city of London for Egypt to live a better life.  The new place is a land of 
opportunities and at the same time throws challenges to the couple. Under the precarious 
conditions, Mrs. Hartley moves out of Alexandria and awaits Gregory’s arrival for the safe 
passage following the Mahdist rebellion. At a new place, Gregory takes the job of an interpreter 
under Hick Pasha. After this, we don’t hear anything about Gregory until his son Mr. Hartely – 
the protagonist – finds him captive. The story opens up with the father moving out of London 
and ends with his son return to his home. In between, the story abounds with exciting and 
dangerous deeds of Mr. Hartely who astonishes the reader with his intelligence and physical 
strength. Mr. Hartely emerges as an unmatched figure with outstanding display of chivalry at 
the battlefield, standout student at the school and the young man who willingly takes up 
challenges. Mr. Hartely does not only provide his services to the British military in order to 
recapture Sudan but also strictly abide by the English culture of being an obedient and caring 
son.  

Although the book is a fictional recreation of British military expedition in Sudan, it 
encapsulates an ideological impulse to disseminate the glory of British Empire among young 
boys. With this kind of adventure novel, Henty targets young boys who are expected to 
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shoulder their responsibility towards the nation and empire building. Henty seems to have 
reframed the concept of chivalry, which was an integral element of the medieval literature, to 
suit the situation of his times. He floats the notion that white boys are ingrained with masculine 
strength to overcome all kinds of natural hurdles. Colonies test the limits of their physical 
endurance and strength to tolerate to its extreme.  

Wining a battle with physical strength is practically impossible against natives in an alien land. 
Natives are naturally born with traits to quickly adapt to the conditions. Their personal 
experience and familiarity of the surrounding give them an edge over the colonizers. In the 
novel, Henty does acknowledge these ideological notions as obstacle for colonizers but he 
shows that white boys with their intelligence and wit could easily surpass such constraints. 
Psychologically, the young boys of England are superior to their counterparts in British 
colonies. Even the toughest time fail to kill their fighting spirit. Henty succinctly weaves 
superiority of the white boys in intellect in subplots when Mr. Hartley is captured by the 
Mahdist rebels. Mr. Hartley wittingly gathers the intelligence and successfully escapes from 
imprisonment.    

In the discourse of artificial intelligence gathering, Henty brings forth the impact of cartography 
in colonial wars. Cartography became a quintessential instrument to keep a track of the 
movement of forces. It enables the British forces to precisely locate the camps and bases of the 
soldiers. Not only this, maps furnish details of water sources and food supplies by which the 
commander takes a call on the movement of soldiers. Henty seems to have realized the glaring 
significance of maps in colonial wars and accordingly imbue the skills of map reading in the 
protagonist. 

While the book earns the status of adventure novel based on the British forces expedition in 
Egypt and Sudan, it relegates on the political discourses initiated in England between the 
supporters and opposition on huge expenditure and investments in colonies. Henty highlights 
the debilitating position of the British government on sending troops to coordinate with the 
Egyptian forces to ensure safe passage of British residents and natives under the control of 
Mahdist rebels. Henty gives the glimpses of politics on the Britain’s role in Egypt following the 
Gordon’s death. The book underscores ardor of young English boys ready to take all kinds of 
challenges to regain what is lost in colonies.  

Henty does not throw away any illusive commentary about the inherent superiority of his 
protagonist. He makes the reader believe that Mr. Hartley gains societal respect through his 
deeds and consistent efforts. His protagonist is a product of British culture that endorses 
rational thoughts and empirical outlook. The author makes an implied but conscious reference 
to the cultural imprints on the civic upbringing of the protagonist. Despite struggle against 
harsh and brutal conditions, the protagonist never forgets cultural etiquettes he learned at 
school and from the English society.  
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Conclusively, the publication time period of this book in itself is significant as many historians 
argue that the beginning of the twentieth century shows signs of ending heydays of British 
imperialism. Fear embroils the hearts and minds of imperialists about carrying the legacy 
ahead. Henty seems to have captured this fear and at the same time offers suggestion to deal 
with it. The book is an excellent read for those interested in empire and juvenile literature.  

 


